Assignments of relative configuration of the newly formed stereogenic center at the bridgehead carbon atom of bicyclic carbapenams obtained in Kinugasa reaction can be easily achieved by analyzing chemical shifts of the H-2 proton and geminal protons of the protected alkoxymethyl group at the C-2 carbon atom. The differences of 1 H NMR chemical shifts of these protons fall in two ranges of about 3.3-3.7 ppm, and 4.0-4.4 ppm. This observation can be attributed to the influence of the anisotropy of the neighboring carbonyl group and can be easily correlated with configuration at the bridgehead carbon atom.
Introduction
It is well known that biological properties of bicyclic β-lactamic compounds are directly related to the absolute configuration of the stereogenic center at the bridgehead carbon atom. [1] [2] [3] [4] Except for antifungal clavams [5] [6] [7] [8] , other biologically active β-lactams have (R) configuration at that atom ( Figure 1 ). Synthetic efforts directed at the biologically active β-lactamic products by enantio-or diastereoselective strategies require fast determination of structure and configuration of all intermediate products. It should be also noted that techniques based on the utilization of NOE's are not always unambiguous. Therefore, it would be advantageous to have a fast and unequivocal method to verify the configuration at newly formed stereogenic centers. The absolute configuration of the bridgehead carbon atom, C-5 at bicyclic β-lactams, can be established by CD spectroscopy [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] whereas the same assignment by NMR spectroscopy is not always as simple since it may be interlinked to the known configuration of the other stereogenic center. The 
Results and Discussion
In 1980 Bentley and Hunt 18 investigated 1 H NMR spectra of a representative group of β-lactams and noticed that the difference between chemical shifts δ of protons at C-2 carbon atom varied in a range of either 1-1.4 ppm, or 0.4-0.5 ppm. Authors associated this value with configuration at the bridgehead carbon atom. In 1998 we found 19 that proton H-2 located syn to the lone pair of the nitrogen atom is always shielded in the 1 H NMR spectrum with respect to its geminal partner. We have suggested that this relationship may be used for the assignment of the relative configuration. 19 Recently, using Kinugasa reaction of terminal alkynes with nitrones derived from pentofuranosides, we have synthesized a series of 35 carbapenams. 20 Analysis of chemical shifts of H-2 and CH 2 OBn protons in NMR spectra of these compounds has shown the same pattern (δ can be correlated with configuration). In all carbapenams the absolute configuration at newly generated stereogenic centers C-5 and C-6, has been substantiated by 3 J H5-H6 coupling constants, NOEs and CD spectroscopy. 20 Corresponding spectral data of representative group of carbapenams 1-15 are placed in Table 1 (table 1 is continuing in the supplementary material). The data for additional 20 carbapenams can found in supplemenetary materials.
The bicyclic scaffold of carbapenams has an "open-book" geometry 21 that requires that the H-5 proton, the unshared free electron pair from the nitrogen atom and one of the C-2 substituents are on the convex-side ( Figure 2 , blue color). The other C-2 substituent is on the concave-side (red color) and is subject to a deshielding contribution to its chemical shift by the magnetically anisotropic carbonyl group. Thus, depending on the spatial arrangement of substituents at the C-2 carbon atom in relation to the free electron pair and the β-lactam carbonyl group, their chemical shifts fall in two ranges of about either 3.3-3.7 ppm or 4.0-4.4 ppm ( Figure  2 ). Thus, knowing the absolute configuration at C-2 carbon atom, the absolute configuration at the bridgehead carbon atom C-5 can be easily assigned. Generally, protons having higher chemical shifts are in the plane of carbonyl group and therefore deshielded, thus their germinal partners are located cis to the nitrogen lone pair and to the H-5 proton ( Figure 2 ). In 1957 McConnell quantitatively calculated the anisotropy effect of functional groups to explain the respective shielding or deshielding of protons spatially close to the corresponding functional groups. 22 It should be noted that the McConnell's equation and the resulting "anisotropy cones" predict only the anisotropic effect and are not appropriate for the prediction of the net through-space shielding experienced by a proximal nucleus. This limitation is due to the fact that the overall shielding also includes other factors such as orbital interactions and bond polarization. 23 It is also evident that for other azabicyclic compounds prepared by us and depicted below, the carbonyl group plays a decisive role in the deshielding effect and the range of changes of chemical shifts caused by the introduction of the carbonyl group (Figure 3 ). In order to test the hypothesis that the carbonyl group anisotropy effect is responsible for the change of observed chemical shifts for H-2 and CH 2 -OBn, the DFT calculations were carried out for the set of selected carbapenams (7, 8, 12, 13) ( Table 2) . The distances and angles are relative to the closest proton from CH 2 -OBn group.
The investigated carbapenams have many flexible substituents, so multiple conformations were generated and tested, however only the lowest energy conformers are described ( Table 2 , calc A-D). The calculations confirmed that the carbapenams have the "open book" geometry and at least one of the substituents is approximately in plane with the carbonyl group. Furthermore, the distance between the carbonyl oxygen and H-2 or CH 2 -OBn substituents is always shorter than 3.0 Å. This suggests that the anisotropy effect of carbonyl group can be responsible for the observed deshielding effect on the closest substituents. The calculated NMR chemical shifts confirm this experimental observation for all examined conformations. It is very interesting that this deshielding effect is not observed for the analogous compounds with the carbonyl group replaced by ethylene C=CH 2 . (Table 2 , the proper values are in parentheses). It is known that the ethenyl has lower anisotropy effect than carbonyl group, which can explain that observation. Figure 4) , where the NICS matrices for compounds with ethylene substituents are subtracted from the NICS for carbonylsubstituted compounds (see Figure 4) .
The results clearly show that the anisotropy effect of carbonyl group extends as far as the closest substituents H-2 for compounds 7, 12 and the closer proton from CH 2 -OBn for compounds 8 and 13. It is also worth to note that we observe only the differential effect and the full anisotropy of carbonyl group should be even greater. The influence of the lone electron pair of nitrogen atoms has probably a negligible effect on the observed deshielding effects. 
Conclusions
For the shown series of carbapenams, with known absolute configuration at C-2 carbon atom, we are able to determine the configuration of the newly established centers at C5 and C6 on the basis of chemical shifts and 3 J H5-H6 alone, without NOE experiments. The observed differences of 1 H NMR chemical shifts of H-2 and geminal protons of the protected hydroxymethyl group at C-2 carbon atom, can be assigned to the influence of the anisotropy of the neighboring carbonyl group. The preliminary study showed that the proposed simple relationship could also be used for other azabicyclic compounds.
Computational Methods
The originally generated structures for compounds 7, 8, 12 and 13 were subjected to conformational grid search using molecular mechanics with MMFFs force field and Monte Carlo algorithm, as implemented in the Spartan software package. 28 All conformers thus obtained were examined and some additional variations were manually generated. This procedure generated a set of structures for each compound and all of them were further subjected to the DFT quantum chemical geometry optimizations at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory using the Gaussian 03 program package. 29 On the basis of calculated electronic energy values a representative structures for each compound were selected and subjected to further analysis. Additionally, using previously selected compounds, the reference structures were built by replacing the carbonyl oxygen with =CH 2 groups. The reference structures were energy minimized applying the same DFT algorithm but all atoms, except for the three atoms from added =CH 2 group, were restrained in their initial positions. Next, for all the selected and reference structures the magnetic anisotropy effect of unsaturated chemical bonds and the ring current effect have been calculated as the nuclear independent chemical shieldings (NICSs) in a three dimensional grid of lattice points around the molecules.
25,30
The molecules were placed in the center of a grid of lattice points ranging from -10.0 to +10.0 Å in all three dimensions with a step width of 0.5 Å, resulting in a cube of 68921 lattice points. Due to Gaussian 03 limitations the calculations had to be split into 32 separate runs with the grid points placed no closer than 2/2/1 Å. The chemical shielding calculations were conducted with the GIAO method using DFT B3LYP method and a pcS-1 basis set specialized for chemical shielding calculations. 31 Finally, the differential NICSs dataset was constructed by subtracting the chemical shieldings matrices for reference structures from the chemical shielding matrices for the given structure and storing results in Gaussian cube format. The iso-chemical-shielding surfaces (ICSS) were visualized using Molekel software. 32 Red area represents deshielding and blue area indicates shielding regions with cutoff ±0.3 ppm.
